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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer wants to manually terminate the enrollment of a
worker from an accrual plan. Which option should you use from
the Enrollments and Adjustments list available in the Plan
Participation region in Manage Absence Records?
A. Terminate enrollment
B. Delete enrollment
C. End enrollment
D. Update enrollment
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/r1
3-update17d/faiam/absence- processes.html#FAIAM2116838

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
What does the python function do?
A. It returns an authorization token.
B. It returns HTTP Basic Authentication.
C. It reads a token from a local JSON file and posts the token
to the DNAC URL.
D. It returns DNAC user and password.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your customer has requested that an absence should deduct
additional entitlement from the absence plan on publicholidays,
for a specific population.
What kind of formula should you use in the absence plan setup
to achieve this?
A. Partial Accrual Period Formula
B. Duration Formula
C. Accrual Formula
D. Accrual Proration Rule
E. Conversion Formula
Answer: C
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